CONTENT LICENSE AND RELEASE
[Name] _____________________________________________________________________________
[Address] ___________________________________________________________________________
[Telephone number]
[Date] ________________
(the “Artist” or “I”) in consideration of the opportunity to participate in the Art Institute of Chicago and/or
the School of the Art Institute (collectively, “SAIC”) programs and SAIC’s care and preservation of the
materials generated in such programs and in support of SAIC’s charitable and educational mission, hereby
grants the specific permissions identified herein to the “Content.” The “Content” as used herein, shall
mean:
[Description] ___________________________________________
(if applicable)
[Title of work] ___________________________________________
[Media] ________________________________________________
[Date completed] ________________________________________
[File name] _____________________________________________
To the extent that the Content is not a “work made for hire,” I grant permission to SAIC and its agents,
licensees and designees to use, reproduce, modify, distribute, transmit, and publicly perform or exhibit
the Content, in whole or in part, without restrictions or limitations, in any media now known or not yet
invented, and for any purpose that SAIC deems appropriate and consistent with its charitable, artistic and
educational mission including, but not limited to, publicity, advertising, website, web-streaming,
podcasting and other Internet purposes. For all other uses, the Artist understands that SAIC shall seek
additional permission from the Artist.
If the Content incorporates a performance, event, lecture, or other presentation (“Presentation”), I grant
permission to SAIC and its agents, licensees and designees to record the Presentation and photographs or
other images or likenesses of me on videotape, audiotape, film, photograph, digital media or any other
media now known or not yet invented (“Recordings”). I further consent to the use of my name, voice,
likeness and biographical material in connection with the Recordings. For purposes of this agreement, the
Content shall include the Presentation and Recordings. At Artist’s request, SAIC will make one copy of the
Recordings for Artist’s personal use only.
I represent and warrant that I have the authority to grant these permissions to SAIC and that the exercise
of the rights and permissions granted herein will not infringe on any third party rights, including but not
limited to copyright or trademark.
I waive, release, and hold harmless SAIC and its trustees, officers, employees, agents, licensees and
designees from any claims related to the Content or the exercise of the rights and permissions granted
herein, including claims for compensation, claims of defamation or any claims regarding rights of privacy
or publicity.
_________________________________
[Artist’s Signature]
_________________________________
[Date]

Accepted and agreed by SAIC:
[By] _______________________________________
[Print Name]_________________________________
[Title] ______________________________________

